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In a study of scientific publications originating from laboratories in the city of Marseille,
we look at both the quantitative evolution of these publications over time and their thematic
development. Using the section headings of the Chemical Abstract database, we identify the
principal research poles of the city and their relationships.

Introduction
The development of a scientific discipline is affected by the policy decisions taken
by a variety of research planning bodies. In France there are many actors involved in
research planning: the CNRS, the National Education Ministry, the Regional
administrations and members of ad hoc commissions (of the CNRS, National
Education and, at the local level, of the University).
To our knowledge few studies have looked at the evolution of a field over several
years at a regional level in order to attempt to measure the effects of research
planning in a local context.
In this example, we will treat the scientific production of the City of Marseille.
The information source used will be Chenaical Abstracts. Three different types of
analysis will be carried out:
First, we will use the section headings of Chemical Abstracts to determine the
principal research poles of the city. We will then use the co-presence of pairs of these
section headings in the references in order to identify the local research networks in
different fields of chemistry. Finally, we will examine changes in these networks over
the period from 1981 to 1986.
Is there any coherenck to this change? Is there any global sense in which we can
talk about the transformation of research laboratories - looked at from the point of
view of their scientific publications - in a given geographical area like a city? Can we
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talk about it in the same way as we talk about the transformation of a research field?
In other words, do the laboratories in a single city form a network so that changes in
one laboratory affect the others in such a way as to lend the group some coherence?
1. Methodology

We did not want to conduct our study using a database confined to a limited
number of scientificjournals. We wanted to make some sort of comparison - either
in time or in space. In order to do so, we needed to look at scientific production as a
whole, and also at technical production (for example patents). We were led to study
some very diverse subjects, giving rise to very different numbers of publications and
citations at the local as well as at the international level. This prevented us from using
the IS1 database, whose information sources for the different fields of chemistry are
not sufficient.
Our analysis of the global production in chemistry was carried out using
information provided by the Chemical Abstracts database. This database is
recognized by all chemists and covers 14 000 journals.
Cheniical Abstracts includes an indexation by town and date of publication. An
uncertainty of the order of 6% per year is introduced by the fact that Chemical
Abstracts indexes only the address of the first author.1 When a laboratory has a
visiting researcher, publications resulting from any collaboration that mention the
name of the visitor as the fust author will be attached not to the town where the
laboratory is situated, but to the visitor's town.
The references used were selected using the Orbit Information Technologies
server? and downloaded onto our machines.
The references downloaded were composed of different fields. We used the field
CC (Category Code) which lists the sections of Chemical Abstracts attached to the
work analyzed. This division of chemistry into sections does not necessarily follow
any scientific rule; it reflects a division introduced by Chemical Abstracts.3 Its main
advantage is that it remained constant over the period under study.
The list of sections defining the fields analyzed (80 in all) is given in the Appendix.
In its indexation system, CliemicalAbstracts sometimes uses sub-sections. We do not
take these into account, since the level of analysis in too fine-grained for our
purposes.
According to its indexing policy, Chemical Abstracts classifies a work it analyses
into a principal section, which is the first section heading that appears in the CC field,
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and then into one or several secondary sections (cross sections). The principal
sections alone were used in determining the principal research poles of Marseille.
Some references in Chemical Abstracts only contain a principal section. In this
case, they are only used in the determination of the principal research poles. The
others allow us to calculate associations between research poles and consequently to
identify the local research network.
2. The overall level of production at Marseille
I 3
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The overall level of production was measured for each year, and compared with
national production. It was learnt that even though there was continuing growth, it
was at a slower rate than national growth. The respective figures are 1.78 between
1986 and 1987 for France and 1.09 for Marseille (Figs 1,2).
Table 1 situates this production with respect to some other large French cities.
Overall production provides a general indication of scientific work. It has been used
for example to compare cities in the United States?
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Fig. 1. French publications in chemistry from 1977 to 1986 (Source: ChemicalAbstracts)

3. The principal research poles
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The research poles are represented on a checkerboard, where the sections of
Chemical Abstracts go from number 1 (upper left) to number 80 (lower right). This
three-dimensional representation, with color contrast and a choice of threshold,
permits a detailed analysis of the data on a local computer. The highest cylinder
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represents the section in which the largest number of the cities publications were
classed during the year under study.5 (see Figs 3,4 and 5).
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Fig. 2. Marseille publications in chemistry from 1977 to 1986 (Source: ChemicalAbsh.acrs)
Table 1
Number of publications by the major chemical research areas in France
Cities

total

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

Paris
Orsay
Strasbourg
Lyon + Villeurbanne
Grenoble + St-Mar.
Toulouse
Montpellier
Marseille
Bord. + Talence
Lille + Vill. d'Ascq
Rennes
Dijon
Nice
Lille
Poitiers
Nantes
Palaiseau
Brest
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Fig. 3. Research axes in Marseille in 1981, using the principal sections of the ChemicalAbstrac&: Legend:
principal axe: 73 optical; eleclron; and mass spectrometry and other related properties
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Fig. 4. Research axes in Marseille in 1985, using the principal sections of the ChemicafAbstrac&: Legend:
principal axe: 66 surface chemistry and colloids

In order to simplify the results on the graphs presented, we used a threshold value
of 2 (that is to say at least two articles were published by a laboratory of Marseille
and classed in the section for a given year.)
A simple visual analysis brings out significant changes in the centers of interest of
the chemical laboratories of the city of Marseille for the years 1981, 1985 and 1986
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(Figs 3,4,5). This variation, which increases over time, involves the expansion of two
general fields:
a) chemistry linked to life sciences,
b) chemistry linked to physics (surfaces, alloys, thermodynamics,
semi-conductors ...).
Organic physical chemistry and organic chemistry in the classical sense of the
terms continually diminish in importance.

Fig. 5. Research axes in Marseille in 1986, using the principal sections of the ChemicalAbsnncrc:Legend:
principal axe: 2 mammalian horomones

4. Detailed analysis: networks of research poles

The co-presence each year of pairs of sections in the references allows us to trace
a series of graphs of links between sections.6 A graph of network relationships is
traced using a single link clustering algorithm to exploit tables of pair frequencies.
The program for the visualization of the graphs renders them superposable. This
permits a dynamic tracing of the evolution of the networks on the computer in realtime.
In Figures 6, 7 and 8, the main research fields represented by a grouping of the
sections are given for the years 1981, 1985 and 1986. The frequency of the
associations is given in a box.
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Fig.7.Network of research in chemistry in Marseille, 1985
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An analysis of the information provided by these graphs confirms the results of
the identification of the principal research poles obtained in the first approximation.
Classical organic chemistry is fragmenting into themes linked to life sciences. There
is also a fragmentation of the group of chemical themes linked to physics.
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Marseille 1986
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Fig. 8. Network of research in chemistry in Marseille, 1986

We note in passing that the fragmentation of the initially highly interconnected
organic chemistry network seems to involve an intermediary stage of a starred
network (pole 22). This network configuration constitutes an intermediary between
reticulation and one of fragmentation. We already detected the appearance of a
similar phenomenon in our study concerning the evolution of a research network
working on the oxidation of coal, in relation with the general problem of better
understanding the oxidation of organic matter.7
5. Detailed analysis of the poles
In our autonomic treatment, we can always link a pair of associated sections with
the references that gave rise to them. We are consequently able to do back to the
server and carry out an "on-line analysis" of the chemical abstracts database for each
pair of associated sections in order to identify the name of the authors responsable
for the link, their addresses and to obtain more detailed thematic information by
reading the titles and examining the supplementary terms and indexing terms given
by the database?-lo
To take an example from the year 1986, Table 2 supplies a wealth of information
on a pair of linked poles. It should be noted that in this treatment the link between
themes exists because the articles have points in common, and not necessarily
because the researchers work together. This form of secondary analysis will
consequently be of interest to research planners.
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Table 2
Analysis of nodes 10 and 16, identification of works common to the two axes (1986)

1

WORK ON THE POLES 10 AND 16

I

10- Microbial biochemistry

16- Fermentation and bioindustrial chemistry

Work specifically done on pole
10:

Work specifically done on pole
16:

Work concerning the two axes 10-16: 189,329,379,389,502

We can also carry out the inverse operation, and take a single researcher or group
of researchers and locate them on the preceding graph. This was done for works
relating to the analysis of wine and aromas for the year 1986. In Figure 9 these works
are positioned on the graphs by their section codes, which enable us to determine
their situation with respect to Marseille as a whole. We can of course also situate any
type of research carried out overseas on these graphs.

-

Marseille 1986
Frea. 2 6

Fig. 9. Position of works in wine and aromas within all chemistry at Marseille, 1986
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Conclusion

Our method has brought to light a progressive transformation of research carried
out at Marseille. It has provided an analysis of the sections of Chemical Abstracts
which list the publications and also the associations between the sections as operated
by publications from Marseille. In particular, we note the fragmentation of classical
organic chemistry into a series of themes linked to life sciences. We also see that it is
possible to give a coherent interpretation of the evolution of research in a city
context, just as it is to study the scientific history of a research field.
It seems to us that particular attention should be paid to the "scientific dynamics"
of a city when making decisions about how to fund research.

We would like to thank Orbit Information Technologies, the "Directions des Bibliothkques, des
Musees et de I'lnformation Scientifique et Technique* and the Region "Provence, Alpes, a t e d'Azur"
(PACA) for having supported this study.
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Appendix

Section codes irt ChanicalAbstracts - ntir7tbered and labelled
pharmacolo~
mammaltan hormones
biochemical g e n e l k
toxicology
agmchemical bioregulalors
general biochemistry
e m radiation biochemistry
biochemical methodr
microbial biochemistry
plant biochemistry
nonmammalian biochemistry
mammalian biochemistry
mammalian pathological biochemistry
immunochemistry
fermentation and bioindustral biochemistry
food and feed chemistry
animal nutrition
fertilizers; solids; and plant nutrition
hislow, education; and documentation
general organic chemistry
physical organic chemistry
aliphatia mmpounds
alicyclic mmpounds
benzene; its derivate; and mndensed
benziod mmpounds
biomolecula and their cynthaic analog
heterocyclic compounds (one hetero atom)
heterocyclic mmpounds
(more than one hetcm atom)
organometallic and organometalloidal mmpounds
terpener and terpendids
alkaloids
steroids
cahohydrata
aminoacidr, peptides,; and proteins
chemistry of rynhetic high polymers
physical properties of synthetic high plymers
plartia manufanure and pmassing
plastia fabrication and uses
synthetic elastomers and natural rubber
lextiles

dyes; organic pimentr, fluorescent

brihhteners; and photographia sensitizers
mating; inkc and related products
cellulose; lignin: paper, and other wood products
industrial cahohydrata
indurtriak organic chemicak leathen; fa&, and waxes
surlaa-active agents and detergents
apparatus and plant equipment
unit operations and process
idustrial inorganic chemicals
propellants and uplosives
fossilfuels; derivaliver; and related products
electrochemical; radianational; and terminal energytechnology
mineralogical and geological chemistry
extractive melellurgy
fermus metals and alloys
nonfemus metals and alloys
ceramia
cement; concrete; and related building material
air pollution and industrial hygien
waste treatment and disposal
wter
essential oils cosmetics
pharmaauticak
pharmaceutical a n a b i s
general physical chemistry
s u r l a a chemistry and colloids
catabis, reaction kinais; and inorganic readion mechanisms
phase equilibriums, chemical equilibriums; and tWluti0ns
thermodynamia; thermochemistr)r, and terminal propelties
nuclear phenomena
nuclear technology
elenrochcmistry
optical; elmron; and ma% rpectmscopy and other related
properties
radiation chemistry; pholochemisty.
and photographia and other reprographic pmasses
crystallography and Liquid crystals
elecric phenomena
magnetic phenomena
inorganic chemicals and reactions
inorganic analyrical chemistry
organic analyrical chemistry

